Address Verification

- Has been tested and veted, ready to be put the first phase into production
- Are able to change the error message – get that information to Joe
- Purge will take place December 11 at 4:00 am – will need to coordinate
- Would be helpful to do the purge in audit run to test the process, and then do the final
- Liz and Denise will discuss doing the purge in audit

Upgrade

- HR is the big upgrade – needs to be done by December 24
- Tax update is not ready to do yet
- The wait list will be down – the students can get on the list but that is all
- Will do the upgrade the weekend of the 13
- Tax tables will be done on January 3
- Discussion of differences in the test system

Clones

- The next clone will have the new Oracle with it
- Long term 3 will be the new clone – are having some issues cloning because the Oracles are different
- Won’t be available this time, but should be for the next one
- Fast test will be there

Banner Data Defense

- Trish has a big change coming up
- Should be in February

Banner XE

- Hardware is in
- Waiting on the web logic
• Dan Hutchison, and Nathan Gerber at Luminas admin training this week

Project Priorities
• Having a meeting on Monday, December 15

Human Resources
• Need to look at employee termination and security issues
• Working on getting security information on two tables – working on a report in ODS
• Will probably be in Argos

Black out calendar
• Get information for 2015 calendar to Beth by next meeting
• Dave and Beth will work on this

SE 0 (structure enrollment 0)
• When was SE 0 created

Next meeting January 14, 2015

Assignment
Get information for 2015 calendar to Beth by next meeting
Dave and Beth will work on this

Decisions
Will do the upgrade the weekend of the 13
Tax tables will be done on January 3